Consistency Nature - Fumes
Tracklisting: 
1. Fumes Alpha
2. Fumes Omega
Album Artwork By Pulveratricious
With Thanks To Silly Goose
Note: "An Album made entirely with a 70s model moog rogue."

Written under the influence of Lysergic Acid Diethylamide...

In the great storm, holding inside of it, is the town of rippling sporadic beep soda. You can hear the soda squeal. Oh, hide inside of me. Oh, take refuge in me. I am now inanimate. The red fluid staining my throat, sighing with meteorite vomit, has separated the balloon from it’s string. Ascending to delusion. Bubble goes I, the club soda. 
	Some way up the mountain, I presume. I forgot that the tango danced to sound. Rather, smells and images in the black doors against black walls. Sting me. Sting me. I won’t feel a thing. I bubble in a bottle now. No thoughts. Only carbonation. It grows in my time and my space. This time is seen before me. It unfurls quicker than I. Tree bark sailing high with whiskey shots on me. Delusion all frequent now. Sea to shining sea lies the forgetfulness. An expression of cyanide laced thoughts long gone by brick wall levees. Up the mountain. Through the cracked ceilings of ant infested barricade. Monsters of steam ascend. Up and up and up. Banging on the electric pole to hear the chatter in his teeth. Spun like gravel in the gravel spinner, I spin. 
	I can sure use a dance. I can sure use you. Aprons are soft. Roll upon one. Corpse hands wag their fingers all the same. A melancholy universal switch in my peripheral pick up zone chooses to veer from around blank solitude corners. Fresh fruit wince in fear and smolder red with ice. I have no memory of that. No memories. Oranges like the sun on high fall stealthily down gravities gopher hole of astral aloof. This is what I hear. Turn out of the car. Grow to erect standing mode. A slam shut. The tennis court plagued with heaven shining bird shit. Doves above share roses from their mouths. The moths partake. The rapids are roary mouthed and broken with livid guffaw. 
	Down I go, in vomit screams and transparent balloon pop crackles. Saved by hands of shivering design. Clouds and stars and planets stain the flesh. Tick mongrels wiggle their legs like common drill machinery. Hold still, hide now in a dream. Hold tight to the dream. The dreams go back to the baby days. The youngling hour of fingernails new and smells so unexplored. 


